ENGINEERS' PROGRAM TO HONOR ST. PAT

Fifth Annual Aggie Day Slated April 17

Harry Byars, agriculture department head of Northeastern, reports that the Aggie Day will be held April 17. Registrations for the day will get underway at 5 p.m. in the college's registration office.

Celebration Will Be 7th Annual Event At Northeastern College

Group To Attend A Meeting

Plans Now Completed For Annual Lucky Seven Meet

Carpenter Is Scoring Leader

Calendar Of Future Events

Irish Saint Engineer But Wasn't Irish at All

Poultry Class Will Enter In Judging Event

Norse Wind Enters Event

LETTERS TO BE SENT FORMER NEO STUDENTS

Aggies Prepare For Inter-Collegiate Meet
VJsions Of Wayne Haney

A young man of 18, Wayne Haney, is one of the students who views the drinking policies of the Miami University as a restriction of his freedom. "I don’t think it’s necessary," he said. "There’s always some danger when you have alcohol around." Another student, who asked to remain anonymous, said, "I think it’s a good idea to have rules like these. It’s not fair to have people under 21 drinking alcohol." Haney, however, believes that the university should respect the rights of its students. "I don’t think it’s fair to punish us for something we can’t control. It’s not our fault that people under 21 are drinking." The university, on the other hand, argues that the drinking policies are necessary to maintain a safe and healthy environment for all students. "We don’t want anyone to get hurt," said one university official. The debate continues as the university and its students try to find a balance between freedom and responsibility.

Ideal Faculty Member Proposed

The Miami University has received a large number of applications for the position of ideal faculty member. The university is looking for someone who is outgoing, approachable, and passionate about teaching. The ideal candidate should have a strong record of scholarly achievement and a commitment to students. The university is also looking for someone who is flexible and open to new ideas. Applicants are encouraged to submit their qualifications and a statement of why they believe they are the ideal faculty member. The deadline for applications is March 31st. For more information, please contact the university’s human resources department.

Federal Inspection

The government has launched a federal inspection of the Miami University dormitories. The inspection is expected to last several weeks and will involve a team of inspectors from the Department of Health and Human Services. The inspectors will be looking for any violations of health and safety codes. The university has already been notified of the inspection and has been given several weeks to prepare. The university has assured the inspectors that it will cooperate fully with the inspection.
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Dates Can Be Rough

Dates can be a rough experience for many students. The pressure to perform well, the constant压力 to impress, and the need to maintain a good image can be overwhelming. However, with the right mindset and a few tips, dating can be a fun and rewarding experience. First, it’s important to remember that everyone makes mistakes. Don’t beat yourself up over a bad date. Second, try to be yourself. Don’t try to impress someone by being someone you’re not. Finally, remember that it’s okay to say no. Don’t feel obligated to go on a date if you’re not interested.

Norsemen and Norse Stars

As the Norsemen and Norse Stars head into the final stretch of the season, they are looking to finish strong. The Norsemen have a tough week ahead with games against the top teams in the conference. The Norse Stars, on the other hand, are looking to build on their recent success. With a few more wins, they could secure a spot in the championship.

Congratulations...
Norse Win 2nd Over Aggie Five

With only six minutesremainning, the Aggies were down to five men, the Norseman five to one, Aggie guard, Jerry Bauman, going away with a broken nose and 11 minutes remaimning in the game.

The Norseman, who scored all of the Norseman's points, scored four minutes are over, with only one man left. The Aggies leading by a 1 to 0 score in the first period, Norseman leading by a 2 to 1 score in the second period, with the Aggies leading by a 3 to 2 score in the third period, Norseman leading by a 3 to 2 score in the fourth period.
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